SCATTERCOAT resin kit
10 kilos (7.5 litres)  5sq. m pack

Comprising a beige colour resin with clear hardener sufficient to coat a 5 square metre area then add the gravel or grit type of your choice.

This spread rate allows for 5mm stone size maximum to be securely bonded and should not be exceeded.

Your base of concrete, macadam or paving slabs must be completely dry and free of dust, oil and grease. Primer can be applied on all but macadam if desired but is not essential.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

Mark off entire area into 5 sq.m. sections.

Blend together the resin and hardener kit components thoroughly with power drill mixer (remember to scrape the sides and the bottom) for at least 2 minutes.

Now pour out and squeegee, float or brush until it is reasonably evenly spread with a uniform colour.

Aggregate can now be applied via riddle or by hand (best results from height) and continue sprinkling to achieve full coverage.

This will involve between 4 and 7 kilos of stone per square metre depending on the size and type.

Light tamping can now be undertaken to improve compaction and finish level.

Setting times are largely dependent on material ambient temperatures and normally range from 30 to 90 minutes. Avoid laying in hot direct sunshine or in conditions below 5 degrees C.

When firmly set the excess aggregate can be brushed off to leave a most attractive textured finish.

Do not subject to harsh use during the first seven days while the resin fully cures.

Instances where larger than 5mm stone has to be used simply means increasing the SCATTERCOAT resin proportion accordingly.

IN ALL CASES ENSURE AGGREGATE IS DRY WHEN APPLIED.

THESE NOTES ARE BASED ON OUR OWN TESTING AND EXPERIENCES AND ARE THEREFORE GIVEN IN GOOD FAITH FOR GENERAL GUIDANCE PURPOSES AND WITHOUT WARRANTY EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS ACTUAL OPERATING CONDITIONS, METHODS AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES ARE BEYOND OUR CONTROL NO LIABILITY CAN BE ACCEPTED FOR ANY DIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL LOSSES HOWSOEVER THEY MAY OCCUR.